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ABSTRACT: The Gram-negative bacterial outer membrane
(GNB-OM) is asymmetric in its lipid composition with a
phospholipid-rich inner leaflet and an outer leaflet predom-
inantly composed of lipopolysaccharides (LPS). LPS are
polyanionic molecules, with numerous phosphate groups
present in the lipid A and core oligosaccharide regions. The
repulsive forces due to accumulation of the negative charges
are screened and bridged by the divalent cations (Mg2+ and
Ca2+) that are known to be crucial for the integrity of the
bacterial OM. Indeed, chelation of divalent cations is a well-
established method to permeabilize Gram-negative bacteria
such as Escherichia coli. Here, we use X-ray and neutron
reflectivity (XRR and NR, respectively) techniques to examine
the role of calcium ions in the stability of a model GNB-OM.
Using XRR we show that Ca2+ binds to the core region of the
rough mutant LPS (RaLPS) films, producing more ordered
structures in comparison to divalent cation free monolayers.
Using recently developed solid-supported models of the GNB-OM, we study the effect of calcium removal on the asymmetry of
DPPC:RaLPS bilayers. We show that without the charge screening effect of divalent cations, the LPS is forced to overcome the
thermodynamically unfavorable energy barrier and flip across the hydrophobic bilayer to minimize the repulsive electrostatic
forces, resulting in about 20% mixing of LPS and DPPC between the inner and outer bilayer leaflets. These results reveal for the
first time the molecular details behind the well-known mechanism of outer membrane stabilization by divalent cations. This
confirms the relevance of the asymmetric models for future studies of outer membrane stability and antibiotic penetration.
■ INTRODUCTION
The outer membrane (OM) of Gram-negative bacteria (GNB)
is a critical barrier to overcome in the search for new antibiotics,
as molecules unable to cross the OM are rendered ineffective.1
Furthermore, some bacteria acquire antibiotic resistance by
modifying the permeability of their OM.2 Developing a
molecular level understanding of OM structure, dynamics,
and interactions with other agents is thus of great importance
for both basic and applied science. The GNB-OM is highly
asymmetric with a phospholipid-rich inner leaflet and an outer
leaflet that is comprised of lipopolysaccharides (LPS),3 complex
macromolecules that can be divided into three structural
components, lipid A, the core oligosaccharide, and the O-
antigen. Lipid A is embedded in the hydrophobic core of the
OM and consists of a phosphorylated diglucosamine group and
four to seven acyl chains. Lipid A is covalently connected to the
core oligosaccharide region, which is thus localized near the
vicinity of the hydrophobic membrane. It is a chain of 8−12
sugars that can also be divided into the inner and outer core
regions; the former is highly phosphorylated and carboxylated
and therefore strongly anionic in nature. Connected to this and
facing the extracellular environment is the largest part of the
molecule, the O-antigen, a chain of variable sugars that act as
the hydrophilic coating of the GNB outer surface.4−6 Bacterial
mutant strains that do not have the O-antigen are termed
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“rough” due to the appearance of their colonies on Petri dishes,
whereas O-antigen-expressing cell are “smooth”.
The outer membrane of GNB is an effective barrier for many
harmful agents. Charged macromolecules are unable to
penetrate the hydrophobic OM bilayer, while most hydro-
phobic molecules have a limited permeability thanks to the
dense hydrophilic sugar region formed by the LPS core
oligosaccharide and O-antigen in the outer leaflet.7 In addition,
LPS molecules are linked electrostatically via divalent cations
(in particular, Mg2+ and Ca2+), which bind to the anionic
phosphate groups in the inner core,8 significantly contributing
to resistance against hydrophobic antimicrobial agents.
The divalent cations within the LPS inner core region are
thus essential for outer-leaflet integrity, and indeed, many
agents that permeabilize the OM, such as cationic antibiotics or
EDTA,7 disrupt these important electrostatic cross-links. In
vivo studies on the interactions of chelating agents with GNB
have revealed the profound effect that these have on OM
structure: in the presence of EDTA, the OM loses its structural
integrity and vast quantities of LPS are released into solution,9
amounting for up to 50% of the bacterial LPS in some cases.7
Furthermore, phospholipid patches are thought to form in the
outer leaflet,10 causing ruptures on the membrane surface that
render the bacteria more susceptible to bactericidal anti-
biotics.11 In the laboratory, a combination of EDTA and
lysozyme is commonly used to disrupt GNB. EDTA first
permeabilizes the OM, which then permits lysozyme to cross
into the periplasmic space, where it degrades the peptidoglycan
cell wall, destabilizing the bacterial cell.12 The cells may then
burst due to osmotic pressure or, if prepared in isosmotic
buffers, inner membrane-only spheroplasts can be prepared.
The structural complexity of LPS and the small size of
bacteria make it difficult to obtain detailed molecular
information on the interactions between divalent cations and
the OM. However, insights into this interaction have been
recently provided by biophysical studies of LPS mono-
layers.8,13−15 Air/liquid interfacial monolayers composed of
the deep rough mutant Re-LPS were examined in the presence
of both mono- and divalent cations,15 showing that in the
presence of Ca2+ ions the rigidity of the monolayer was
increased due to cross-linking of the phosphate and carboxyl
groups in core sugar chains by the divalent cations. Using the
same rough mutant LPS, Schneck et al.8 were able to show that
divalent cations displace monovalent cations from the core
oligosaccharide regions of LPS monolayers. The conformation
of the O-antigen from smooth LPS was studied in the absence
and presence of calcium in the solution subphase, showing that
the O-antigen formed a shorter, denser layer in the presence of
Ca2+.13
Simulations of the OM have suggested that divalent cations
bind to both phosphate and carboxylate groups present on LPS.
Wu et al.16 found the calcium predominantly in an octahedral
complex when bound with the anionic groups present on the
LPS sugar groups, with more than 50% of the coordination sites
around the Ca2+ occupied by water. Lam et al.17 used a coarse
grain model to show how divalent cations in the OM rigidified
the model LPS layer. EDTA was found to disrupt this charge
distribution by removing the charge screening effect of the
divalent cations, which lead to electrostatic repulsion between
adjacent LPS molecules. Pink et al.18 showed that Ca2+ was able
to block the binding of protamine, a cationic antimicrobial
peptide, to LPS and therefore reduce its antimicrobial activity.
Studying the molecular details of bacterial outer membranes
under biologically relevant conditions is still difficult due to
their small size, and recently, in an attempt to recreate the
complex bacterial outer membrane, we have developed a new
solid-supported GNB-OM model19 that is predominantly
composed of phospholipids in the inner leaflet and LPS in
the outer leaflet, mimicking the asymmetric lipid composition
of bacterial OM’s. Here, we use this GNB-OM model to
investigate the essential stabilizing role of divalent cations.
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Ra mutant rough strain LPS (RaLPS) from EH100
Escherichia coli was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, UK). DPPC
and tail-deuterated DPPC [d-DPPC, 1,2-dipalmitoyl(d62)-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine] were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster,
AL). All phospholipid and LPS samples were used without further
purification. All other chemicals were sourced from Sigma-Aldrich.
Solid-Supported Bilayer Deposition. Rough LPS containing
GNB-OM models was deposited on the surface of single silicon
crystals using a purpose-built Langmuir−Blodgett (LB) trough (KSV-
Nima, Biolin Scientific, Finland).19−21 LB deposition was used to
deposit the inner leaflet of the membrane on the silicon surface, and
Langmuir−Schaeffer (LS) deposition was used for the outer leaflet.22
For the LB deposition of the inner bilayer leaflet, h-DPPC or d-DPPC
was deposited from chloroform onto a clean, nonbuffered water
subphase cooled to 10 °C containing 5 mM CaCl2. The phospholipid
film was then compressed to a surface pressure of 35 mN m−1. A
submerged silicon crystal was then lifted through the air/water
interface at a speed of 4 mm/min while the surface pressure was kept
constant. The LB trough was then cleaned and an air/liquid interfacial
monolayer of RaLPS was deposited again on to the cleaned surface of
a nonbuffered water subphase cooled to 10 °C containing 5 mM
CaCl2. The RaLPS was deposited from an LPS suspension (2 mg/mL
in 60% CH3Cl, 39% MeOH, and 1% H2O v/v) and compressed to 35
mN m−1. For the LS deposition of the bilayer outer leaflet the silicon
crystal containing the LB-deposited DPPC monolayer on its surface
was placed in a holder above the air/liquid interface with the angle of
crystal adjusted using a purpose-built leveling device to make the
crystal face parallel to the water surface. The silicon crystal (and LB
film) was then dipped through the interface at a constant speed of 4
mm/min and lowered into a purpose-built sample cell in the well of
the trough.
X-ray Reflectivity Measurements on LPS monolayers at the
Air/Liquid Interface. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and grazing incidence
X-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements were conducted at the 9-ID
beamline at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National
Laboratories (Argonne, IL) using a liquid surface scattering
spectrometer operated with an X-ray wavelength of λ = 1.284 Å.
For XRR measurements, a custom-built Langmuir trough was
placed in a hermetically sealed case which was backfilled with hydrated
helium to reduce beam damage to the interfacial monolayer and
background scattering. Preparation of LPS monolayers was conducted
as described by us previously.23 Briefly, LPS monolayers were
produced by depositing a RaLPS suspension in 60% CH3Cl, 39%
MeOH, and 1% H2O (v/v) onto a cleaned air/liquid interface of 20
mM HEPES pH 7.2 buffer solution containing with 5 mM CaCl2 or 3
mM EDTA. The resulting film was then compressed to a series of
surface pressures, at which XRR and GIXD analysis of the monolayer
took place.
The GIXD generates a 2D map of the positions of the Bragg rods
and peaks in the horizontal plane, Qxy [=(4π/λ) sin(2θxy/2)], and in
the vertical plane, Qz [=(2π/λ) sin(αf)]. From the in-plane peak
positions the lattice spacing, d, can be determined from
π=d
Q
2
xy (1)
In the case of hexagonal packing, the unit cell dimensions are a = b and
γ = 120° and relate to the lattice spacing by
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where h and k are Miller indices.24 The unit cell area is then Acell = ab
sin γ.
Neutron Reflectometry Measurements on Solid-Supported
Bilayers. Specular neutron reflectometry (NR) measurements were
carried out using the white beam INTER reflectometer25 at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (Oxfordshire, UK), using neutron
wavelengths from 1 to 16 Å. The reflected intensity was measured at
two glancing angles of 0.7° and 2.3° as a function of the momentum
transfer, Qz [=(4π sin θ)/λ, where λ is wavelength and θ is the incident
angle].
Purpose-built liquid flow cells for analysis of the silicon/liquid
interface were placed on a variable angle sample stage in the NR
instrument, and the inlet to the liquid cell was connected to a liquid
chromatography pump (L7100 HPLC pump, Merck, Hitachi), which
allowed for easy exchange of the solution isotopic contrast within the
(3 mL volume) solid−liquid sample cell. For each isotopic contrast
change a total of 22.5 mL of 20 mM pH/D 7.2 HEPES buffer solution
was pumped through the cell (7.5 cell volumes) at a speed of 1.5 mL/
min.
Reflectivity Data Analysis. Neutron and X-ray reflectivity data
were analyzed using the in-house software, RasCal (version 1, A.
Hughes, ISIS Spallation Neutron Source, Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory), which employs an optical matrix formalism (described
in detail by Born and Wolf26) to fit Abeles layer models to the
interfacial structure. In this approach the interface is described as a
series of slabs, each of which is characterized by its scattering length
density (SLD), thickness, and roughness. Interfacial roughness was
implemented in terms of an error function, according to the approach
by Nevot and Croce.27 The reflectivity for the model starting point is
then calculated and compared with the experimental data. A least-
squares minimization is used to adjust the fit parameters to reduce the
differences between the model reflectivity and the data. In all cases the
simplest possible model (i.e. least number of layers), which adequately
described the data, was selected.
For NR data, the systems under study were asymmetrically
deposited bilayers composed of DPPC (inner leaflet):RaLPS (outer
leaflet), where we were able to take advantage of contrast variation via
the exchange of hydrogen for deuterium in the DPPC tails and in the
buffer solutions. Each isotopically labeled bilayer was examined under
three solution contrasts [D2O, silicon-matched water (SMW, 38%
D2O:62% H2O), and H2O] to yield six reflectivity profiles for each
structure examined. The six reflectivity profiles were constrained to fit
to a single profile of layer thickness and roughness for the silicon
deposited bilayer, but the data fits from each isotopic contrast were
allowed to vary in the SLD of each individual layer in order to account
for hydration/volume fraction. The parameter fit values and the
scattering length density profiles that these describe were then used to
determine the bilayer structure across and surface coverage (i.e.,
volume fraction of bilayer defects across the surface22) and interfacial
roughness. The lipid asymmetry was determined from the SLD of the
tail regions of the d-DPPC-labeled bilayer using previously described
linear equations.19
The volume fractions of the RaLPS and DPPC in the headgroup
layers of the bilayer structures were not able to be determined due to
the minimal isotopic contrast between the DPPC headgroups and the
LPS core oligosaccharide region. Therefore, the percentages of DPPC,
LPS, and water quoted in this paper are describing the lipid tail regions
of the each leaflet within the bilayer.19
Error analysis of the fitted parameters was carried out using Rascal’s
“bootstrap” error algorithm. The parameter value distributions were
obtained and propagated through the rest of the derived parameters
according to standard error treatment methods.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural Studies on RaLPS monolayers. XRR
measurements were obtained for RaLPS monolayers deposited
at the air/liquid interface on a HEPES buffered solution
subphase containing either 5 mM CaCl2 or 3 mM EDTA. The
purpose of these measurements was to examine the
accumulation of divalent cations (in this case Ca2+) from
solution by the LPS located at the air/liquid interface by
comparing the density profile of the monolayers with and
without calcium cations present.
Figure 1 shows the XRR profiles, model fits, and scattering
length density profiles obtained for RaLPS monolayers at 35
mN m−1 on solution subphases containing either 5 mM CaCl2
(data shown in blue) or 3 mM EDTA (data in red). The
density profiles were determined by fitting the monolayers to a
simple three-layer model of the LPS structure. Moving from air
Figure 1. A comparison of the X-ray reflectometry profiles and model data fits (A) and the scattering length density profiles these fits describe (B)
for air/liquid interface containing an RaLPS monolayer held at 35 mM m−1 in the presence of 20 mM HEPES pH 7.2 H2O buffer with either 5 mM
CaCl2 (red) or 3 mM EDTA (blue). The air/liquid interface was set to be between the tails and inner-core region of the LPS monolayer.
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to solution (see Figure 1B), these layers were the lipid tails
followed by the inner and outer core oligosaccharide regions.
This structure was found to be consistent with the model used
previously on rough mutant LPS monolayers by Le Brun et al.23
Model fitting revealed differences in both monolayer
thickness and SLD profile (see Figure 1) in the presence and
complete absence of Ca2+. The prominent difference was in the
SLD of the inner core oligosaccharide region, where the
monolayer on the calcium cation containing subphase had a
significantly higher scattering length density than the same
monolayer on the divalent cation free solution (see Table 1).
The difference of 1 × 10−6 Å−2 in SLD can be attributed to the
binding of Ca2+ to the anionic phosphate and carboxylate
groups within the core oligosaccharide region.7 From a
consideration of the change in SLD and ionic radius of Ca2+,
it is possible to calculate the number of calcium ions that would
be required per RcLPS headgroup to produce the observed
change. After converting the SLD change to an electron density
and using an area of 128 Å2 per RaLPS as determined by GIXD,
there are 5.3 Ca2+ per RaLPS headgroup, in good agreement
with the stoichiometry determined by plasma emission
spectroscopy on LPS from E. coli rough mutants which found
four to five divalent metal ions per LPS.28 See the Supporting
Information for details of the calculation.
In addition, the monolayer was found to be slightly thicker in
the presence of calcium than when this was removed, although
these differences were found to be relatively small, accounting
for a difference of only 1.1 Å in the thickness of the acyl chain
region and 2.3 Å for the inner core oligosaccharide layer (the
outer core thickness was the same within error). These
differences in thickness are probably due to a difference in
monolayer tilt under different conditions examined, with the
LPS molecules within the monolayer having a higher tilt
relative to the surface normal with divalent cations removed
from the system than when they are present, yielding a thinner
monolayer. Electrostatic repulsions between neighboring LPS
molecules would force the headgroups apart, leading to
increased tilt.
GIXD of monolayers at an air/liquid interface provides
information along the plane of the interface for molecules
packed with 2D crystallinity. In the case of LPS, as with
phospholipids, only the hydrocarbon tails will have sufficient
crystallinity to generate Bragg rods. For the case of RaLPS in
the presence of Ca2+, a single Bragg rod at Qxy = 1.46 Å
−1,
consistent with ordered hexagonal packing of the acyl chains,29
was observable (see Figure 2) at 35 mN m−1. This was not
observed on EDTA-containing subphases, suggesting a less
ordered monolayer in the latter case. The unit cell dimensions
in the Ca2+ case were calculated to be a = b = 4.970 Å and γ =
120°. This results in an area per unit cell of 21.4 Å2, which is
consistent with monolayers of phospholipids at similar surface
pressures.30 The unit cell only contains one hydrocarbon chain
from the RaLPS molecule, and since the peak of the rod at Qz is
0 Å−1, there is no tilt, so the area per RaLPS is simply 128 Å2.
GIXD observations for RaLPS differ from those observed for
ReLPS and RcLPS (which have shorter core regions) and lipid
A, which has no core. In these monolayers, distorted hexagonal
packing (resulting in three Bragg rods) was observed at 30 mM
m−1.15,23,31 However, the area per RaLPS is in agreement with
the published work, where the area per LPS ranges from 108 to
127 Å2, depending on the LPS used. The lack of Bragg rods
observed in the presence of EDTA is reminiscent of lipid A
monolayers in the presence of the non-natural antimicrobial
peptides acryl-lysyl octamer and arylamide foldamer (AA-1).
The introduction of these antimicrobial peptides to monolayers
of lipid A induces a disordered phase, and the Bragg rods
completely disappear.32 This would suggest that the antimicro-
bial peptides interact with the lipid A tails, but in this case
EDTA will only effect structural properties in the core region.
X-ray reflectometry showed that AA-1 only resided in the polar
headgroups of lipid A, showing that influences on headgroup
structure can have effects in the structure across the whole
molecule.
Structural Studies on DPPC: RaLPS Bilayers. To
examine the effect divalent cations have on stabilizing the
GNB-OM, the effect of Ca2+ removal upon bilayer OM models
was examined. For this study, asymmetric DPPC (inner
Table 1. Parameters Obtained from Fits of XRR Data from RaLPS Monolayers Deposited at the Air/Liquid Interface of a 20
mM HEPES Buffered Solution Subphase Containing either 5 mM CaCl2 or 3 mM EDTA
RaLPS monolayer on Ca2+ containing subphase RaLPS monolayer on EDTA containing subphase
layer thickness/Å roughness/Å ρ/10‑6 Å‑2 thickness/Å roughness/Å ρ/10‑6 Å‑2
tails 13.8 ± 0.1 4.4 ± 0.1 9.83 ± 0.1 12.7 ± 0.2 4.9 ± 0.1 10.7 ± 0.1
inner core oligosaccharide 23.5 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.1 14.0 ± 0.1 21.2 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.2 13 ± 0.1
outer core oligosaccharide 8.6 ± 0.5 4.7 ± 0.4 10.25 ± 0.1 8.5 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.5 10.6 ± 0.2
Figure 2. A GIXD contour plot obtained from an air/liquid interface
containing an RaLPS monolayer held at 35 mM m−1 in the presence of
20 mM HEPES pH 7.2 H2O buffer with 5 mM CaCl2 (A). A plot of
this data integrated over Qz is shown (B).
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leaflet):RaLPS (outer leaflet) bilayers deposited at the silicon/
water interface were initially examined in the presence of Ca2+
by NR.
Figure 3 shows the neutron reflectivity profiles and model
data fits obtained for the DPPC/RaLPS bilayer deposited on a
silicon crystal surface in the presence of 5 mM CaCl2.
Reflectivity profiles obtained from this bilayer were collected
under six differing isotopic conditions, comprising two differing
phospholipid isotopic labels of the bilayer (h- and d-DPPC),
each examined under three differing solution isotopic
conditions (100% D2O, SMW, and 100% H2O). A minimum
of five layers is required to describe the structure of the
interface; these layers are, moving sequentially from silicon to
solution, a hydrated silicon oxide layer,33 the bilayer inner
leaflet headgroups, the inner leaflet tails, the outer leaflet tails,
and a thick layer (31.0 ± 1.0) predominantly composed of the
LPS core oligosaccharide region facing the bulk solution.
However, some related studies include an additional water layer
between the oxide layer and the inner headgroup.34 Statistical
analysis of these two models was performed by weighting the
final χ2 value with the total number of free parameters, as
described by Ihringer.35 This test revealed that the interfacial
structure was optimally described as a five-layer structure across
the silicon/water interface. The structural parameters obtained
from model fitting are shown in Table 2. It is conceivable that,
despite this, a small interfacial water does indeed exist;
however, in the model it is then accounted for in the roughness
of the adjacent layers.
The difference in SLD between hydrogenous and deuterated
lipid tails (SLDs of −0.39 × 10−6 and 7.45 × 10−6 Å−2,
respectively) produces data sensitive to the leaflet structure
within the tail region of the bilayer. When examined by NR
without differential isotopic lipid/leaflet labeling, the hydro-
phobic tail region of lipid bilayers fits to a single layer of
homogeneous SLD.34,36,37 However, isotopic labeling of the
lipid components and significant asymmetry between the
leaflets produces data sensitive to the differing inner and
outer leaflet structure, which results in the hydrophobic tails
region being modeled as two discrete layers to achieve the best
fit.38,39 The isotopic labeling methodology described here
allows us to accurately determine the asymmetry of this GNB-
OM model by comparing the SLD obtained from the model fits
of a given leaflet to the SLD of hydrogenous and deuterated
lipid tails.19 Additionally, the reflectivity profiles obtained from
the bilayer produced using hydrogenous DPPC and LPS are
beneficial in the model fitting due to the sensitivity of these
data sets to the overall bilayer structure and the core
oligosaccharide region.
The bilayer structure was found to have lipid coverage of 96
± 4% (% DPPC + % RaLPS) across the silicon surface and was
asymmetric in its lipid composition, mirroring the condition
under which it was deposited, with 78 ± 4% DPPC and 18 ±
Figure 3. Neutron reflectometry profile and model data fits (A−C) and the scattering length density profiles these fits describe (D) for
asymmetrically deposited DPPC (inner leaflet):RaLPS (outer leaflet) bilayer in the presence of 20 mM HEPES pH 7.2 buffer with 5 mM CaCl2. The
six simultaneously fitted isotopic contrasts shown are (A) d-DPPC/RaLPS in D2O (red line), h-DPPC/RaLPS in D2O (blue line); (B) d-DPPC/
RaLPS in SMW (black line), h-DPPC/RaLPS in SMW (gray line); and (C) d-DPPC/RaLPS in H2O (green line), h-DPPC/RaLPS in H2O (purple
line).
Table 2. Structural Parameters Obtained for an Asymmetrically Deposited DPPC (inner leaflet):E. coli RaLPS (outer leaflet)
Bilayer Deposited on a Silicon Surface in the Presence of 20 mM HEPES pH/D 7.2, 5 mM Ca2+ Solution
layer thickness/Å % DPPC % RaLPS % water roughness/Å
silicon oxide 14.6 ± 1.2 N/A N/A 13 ± 2 3.0 ± 0.2
inner headgroup 13.0 ± 0.9 − − − bilayer roughness 5.5 ± 1.0
inner tails 17.0 ± 0.2 78 ± 4 18 ± 4 4 ± 4
outer tails 14.5 ± 0.7 17 ± 4 79 ± 4 4 ± 4
core oligosaccharide (outer headgroup) 31.0 ± 1.0 − − −
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4% LPS in the inner leaflet and 79 ± 4% LPS and 17 ± 4%
DPPC in the outer leaflet. From these data it was clear that
some mixing had occurred between inner and outer bilayer
leaflets. This was likely a result of mechanical shock to the
bilayer during the LS dipping stage of deposition.19,38 The
bilayer roughness was 5.5 ± 1.0 Å, and this value is related to
the in-plane height−height correlation function of the interface
between described layers. The origin of this roughness is 2-fold:
undulations in the bilayer due to headgroup size mismatch
between the DPPC and LPS in inner headgroup region (which
is directly next to the comparatively flat silicon oxide coating of
the silicon crystal surface19) and a graded change in SLD
between bilayer regions due to the shape/molecular complexity
of the bilayer components.
After NR data collection had taken place on bilayers in the
presence of 5 mM CaCl2, the solution in the solid liquid flow
cell was exchanged for a solution containing 3 mM EDTA, with
7.5 cell volumes of the buffer passed through the cell for
complete buffer exchange. Ca2+ removal was assumed, as no
further changes to the NR data were noted. Figure 4 shows the
neutron reflectivity profiles obtained from the DPPC/RaLPS
bilayer after Ca2+ sequestration by EDTA. Fitting of the
reflectivity profiles revealed that the interfacial structure could
be described by the same layer structure used for the bilayer in
the presence of Ca2+. Figure 4 shows the experimental
reflectivity profiles, model data fits, and the SLD profiles
these fits describe, and Table 3 describes the structural
parameters obtained from the fits to the data.
NR data revealed that the removal of Ca2+ from the bilayer
was followed by both a decrease in the bilayer asymmetry
(increased mixing) and an increase in roughness. The leaflet
asymmetry was reduced to 59 ± 4% DPPC and 37 ± 4%
RaLPS in the inner bilayer leaflet and 32 ± 5% DPPC and 63 ±
5% RaLPS in the outer leaflet (see Table 3). This is a loss of
∼20% of the DPPC from the inner leaflet and 20% LPS from
the outer leaflet when compared with the same bilayer in the
presence of Ca2+. Figure 5 gives a pictorial representation of
these changes to the interfacial structure.
The total lipid coverage at the interface remained unchanged
with coverage found to be 96%. The roughness of the
membrane was seen to increase in value following calcium
sequestration with a value of 8.4 ± 1.2 Å found, an increase of
2.9 Å. This increase is likely caused by the increased amount of
RaLPS, with its larger headgroup, in the inner leaflet of the
bilayer. This size mismatch next to the relatively flat silicon
oxide surface creates an increasingly undulating bilayer, which
can only be expressed in the layer models used to fit the data as
an increase in roughness, i.e., a smearing of the density profile.
The oligosaccharide region of the LPS outer membrane
leaflet is a dense structure that concentrates negatively charged
Figure 4. Neutron reflectometry profile and model data fits (A−C) and the scattering length density profiles these fits describe (D) for
asymmetrically deposited DPPC (inner leaflet):RaLPS (outer leaflet) bilayer in the presence of 20 mM HEPES pH 7.2 buffer with 3 mM EDTA.
The six simultaneously fitted isotopic contrasts shown are (A) d-DPPC/RaLPS in D2O (red line), h-DPPC/RaLPS in D2O (blue line); (B) d-
DPPC/RaLPS in SMW (black line), h-DPPC/RaLPS in SMW (gray line); and (C) d-DPPC/RaLPS in H2O (green line), h-DPPC/RaLPS in H2O
(purple line).
Table 3. Structural Parameters Obtained for an Asymmetrically Deposited DPPC (inner leaflet):E. coli RaLPS (outer leaflet)
Bilayer Deposited on a Silicon Surface in the Presence of a 20 mM HEPES pH/D 7.2, 3 mM EDTA Solution
layer thickness/Å % DPPC % RaLPS % water roughness/Å
silicon oxide 13.9 ± 5.0 N/A N/A 12 ± 2 2.9 ± 0.2
inner headgroup 15.4 ± 4.0 − − − bilayer roughness 8.4 ± 1.2
inner tails 15.9 ± 1.0 59 ± 4 37 ± 4 4 ± 4
outer tails 11.0 ± 5.0 32 ± 5 63 ± 5 4 ± 5
core oligosaccharide (outer headgroup) 28.4 ± 1.0 − − −
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phosphate or carboxyl groups in close proximity near the
bilayer interface. In the natural environment, this extraordinary
buildup of repulsive forces is well-balanced by the presence of
divalent cations such as Ca2+ or Mg2+, which not only screen
these forces but also form salt bridges, which further strengthen
the integrity of this complex lateral structure. The loss of
asymmetry of the model silicon-supported DPPC/LPS bilayer
observed upon removal of Ca2+ ions can therefore be attributed
to the loss of sufficient electrostatic screening of the negative
charges, which then provide enough energy to overcome the
thermodynamic penalty of crossing the hydrophobic bilayer
interior. The redistribution of LPS across the bilayer after
mixing was not complete, suggesting that the localization of
LPS on the inner leaflet is unfavorable and can be attributed to
limited space between the bilayer and the silicon surface and
repulsion between the weakly anionic SiO2 layer and the
negatively charged LPS sugars.
The in vivo effects of chelating agents on the GNB-OM
include the release of LPS into the bulk solution9 and the
appearance of phospholipids in the outer leaflet of the bilayer.10
A loss of LPS from the bilayer as a result of calcium
sequestration was not observed here, probably because the
RaLPS is too hydrophobic to form solution soluble aggregates
as might occur with longer, smooth LPS. Indeed, vesicle studies
on rough LPS types generally involve the preparation of
samples in similar fashion to phospholipids40 and these
truncated LPS types can be deposited as insoluble mono-
layers,15,23 whereas smooth LPS is readily able to form micelles
in solution in a similar way as surfactants.41,42 The electrostatic
repulsion between neighboring molecules, which are suggested
to drive the bilayer leaflet mixing observed on insoluble, rough
LPS types studied here, are likely to also be the same forces
driving the partial release of smooth LPS into solution when
Gram-negative bacteria are treated with EDTA.9,43 The leaflet
mixing observed in the GNB-OM models upon EDTA
treatment produced an increase in phospholipids in the bilayers
outer leaflet. Therefore, we present here a previously unknown
effect of removal of divalent cations on the structure of the OM,
LPS−LPS repulsion driven OM leaflet mixing.
Previously, we have described the production of GNB-OM
models without Ca2+ present during the deposition of the
individual bilayer leaflets.19 In an effort to improve interfacial
coverages and bilayer asymmetry, the solution subphase was
cooled below room temperature (10 °C) and 5 mM CaCl2 was
present in the solution subphase during the deposition of the
bilayer as well as during initial NR measurements. These
changes to the fabrication procedure increased bilayer coverage
at the interface from ∼80% to ∼95% and leaflet asymmetry
from ∼65 to ∼80%. Interestingly, the DPPC/RaLPS bilayer
following EDTA treatment showed a closer resemblance to the
bilayers deposited without divalent cations in terms of the
asymmetry of the inner and outer leaflets. Indeed, an
asymmetrical DPPC/RaLPS bilayer deposited in the absence
of calcium was found to have an outer leaflet composed of 67 ±
7% LPS and 22 ± 5% DPPC, which is close to the 63 ± 5%
LPS and 32 ± 5% found for the EDTA-treated bilayer
described here. This suggests the important role divalent
cations play in the fabrication of these OM models, enabling
Figure 5. A comparison of the neutron reflectometry profile and model data fits (A) and the scattering length density profiles these fits describe (B)
for asymmetrically deposited d-DPPC (inner leaflet):RaLPS (outer leaflet) bilayer in the presence of 20 mM HEPES pD 7.2 D2O buffer with either 5
mM CaCl2 (red) or 3 mM EDTA (blue). A pictorial representation of the bilayer structure before and following Ca
2+ sequestration by EDTA is
shown (C).
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high coverage and asymmetric bilayers to be fabricated by
reducing electrostatic repulsion between the polyanionic LPS.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Using XRR and NR techniques, we reveal the intricate
molecular details of the divalent-cation-driven stabilization of
the outer membranes in Gram-negative bacteria. We examine
the effects that take place as a result of calcium removal leading
to the destabilization of the bilayer asymmetry and mixing of
LPS molecules between the inner and outer leaflets. The results
highlight the importance of salt bridges formed by divalent
cations such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ with negatively charged sugars in
LPS core oligosaccharide. These interactions appear to be
crucial to the structural integrity of the outer membrane, with
the disruptive nature of the electrostatic repulsive forces
between adjacent LPS molecules revealed when charge
screening is removed.
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